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Developing up with a sibling on the autistic spectrum can be challenging, and the needs of a child with autism
frequently overwhelm a family group, leaving neurotypical children sense overshadowed.Youthful siblings of most ages
candidly recount how being 'the neurotypical one' can be tiring, frustrating, and lonely, but equally satisfying, and every
story is definitely injected with wisdom gained by teenagers who often have to grow up a lot more quickly than their
peers. This book is vital reading for kids and teenagers with a sibling on the autistic spectrum, and for parents desperate
to know how autism in the family members will affect their neurotypical kid. For the very first time, the 'neurotypical'
siblings reach have their state. They recount the nice, the bad, and the downright annoying in a way that all young
people in an identical situation will immediately recognise.
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I actually used this for a graduate project.Heartfelt Heartfelt stories An easy read! An easy read!While this reserve is
worth a read, I'd recommend the library instead of buying it. He has a brother who's autistic and causes him some
major frustration from time to time. I recall taking my ladies to OT but fortunately, the younger one was simply
understanding how to walk so she was perfectly happy having me keep her hands as she toddled about the waiting room.
The age range inside our classroom is 3-5. The authors felt a sibling would feel like there have been others like
themselves out there--but I'm not completely sure that it had been entirely fleshed out enough. When one young child in
a family has a disability, it affects everyone in the family members. For example, this coming fall, one child offers
skating and Female Scouts..This slim book includes essays supposedly written by children who have siblings with autism.
A number of them read as if someone else wrote them but I'm uncertain. The last book for subling I read definitely used
a arranged format of interview queries while this is simply not quite as strictly formatted (though it still seems to use
standard queries) which means this one is much better. When interview queries are utilized, it molds the answers right
into a particular pre-determined set of answers. You may not be getting a precise picture.As another reviewer noted, the
very best essay dealt with a little girl who was angry about needing to go to occupational therapy with her brother. The
brother experienced to bounce on the trampoline and enjoy while she acquired to sit down in the waiting space. His dad
stated that he voraciously read the publication and found it very helpful. I could definitely understand the girl's
viewpoint and I have a problem with activities for both my children. However, even if one young child wasn't on the
spectrum, I'd still be struggling. While family members with children with actually discernable disabilities get yourself a
lot of sympathy, households with hidden disabilities do not. The various other wants to consider recital dance but recital
dance is only offered on the days when skating and Gal Scouts take place. Since I'm a troop innovator, Girl Scouts isn't
heading anywhere and the skating replaced OT/PT so that needs to stay too. Both women skate so no-one is left out just
watching - although that was the case until the younger one turned 4 that is the minimum age for lessons at the rink.
Enjoyable read, but a bit sparse I must say i liked this collection of essays from kids who have siblings on the spectrum.
Siblings--a helpful tome I purchased this reserve as a gift for my grandson. While there may be something in here for
everybody, there's plenty that isn't applicable as well. Most strongly suggested instead is getting involved with a
SibShop plan to meet up others in the same scenario. The sibling will still reach take dance lessons - not recital dance
unless the schedule at the studio adjustments. A few of the others seemed to have a lot more flow and initial believed. I
admit to suspectingthat some experienced rather lots of adult help with the writing of their chapters, it isobvious that
the feelings are genuine. My absolute preferred one was the tiny girl who explained how angry she was that her brother
got to go to this actually fun place with a trampoline and exercise equipment that the grownups known as "occupational
therapy" and she had to sit and wait in the boring, ol' waiting room. You can find siblings of most ages. There is a lot of
wonderful, uplifting suggestions and commiseration. The youngest of those includedin this book seem to possess a
maturity beyond their years. it has some emotionally strong components that could not be befitting young children.My
primary criticism is that there weren't enough essays. Brothers and Sisters tend to be Ignored While there appears to
be an explosion of books recently about autism spectrum disorders, one group that is often overlooked are siblings. I
was also concerned about whether a more youthful child would even have the ability to read this publication and/or if a
teenager would think that the materials was too below their reading level.I also have to criticize the publisher for
printing a whole bunch of color photographs that don't really translate perfectly into black and white prints. Too litle of
a good thing I use special needs students. I recommend that various other siblings of autistic individuals would find this
publication very helpful.I often see our students with a sibling or two, and also have wondered what theirlives are like.
This is one case in which moderation isperhaps not the best.I've often thought it must be difficult to live with somebody
who had the behaviorsand difficulties that some of our college students have. This little reserve provides a home window
intothe lives of the siblings of the kid with special needs. There exists a section towards the finish that's for teenagers
and adults only; Also, they are very open and honestabout their feelings, that they deserve a great deal of credit. The
initial essay felt a little contrived and it appeared almost obvious that the kids wrote an essay answering a pre-set of
questions.I believe this is a good idea, You can find chapters here by siblings ranging in age group fromabout 10 to over
forty. Thus giving a wonderful perspective to those who are dealing withissues within their personal childhood, and



promises expect their futures.My biggest disappointment is that the reserve is so short. I would have loved to seemany
even more stories, and more families.Youngsters on the autism spectrum have a great deal of energy, and lots of
time.Many thanks for sharing your feelings and your stories. Instead, the parents are blamed for poor parenting and
insufficient discipline as the neurotypical children lead double lives: one at school where they interact with others and
another in the home where friends don't come to visit because of what the autistic sibling might do or the effect on the
autistic sibling..
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